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Introdu tion and Motivation

Quantum theory elebrates its 100th birthday and we should still think about
quantization? Indeed, there are many good reasons to do so and many unsolved
questions some of them I want to dis uss in this arti le.
The quantum physi s of nitely many non-relativisti parti les moving in
Eu lidean spa e is well understood. Nevertheless, physi al reality for es us to
gain a deeper understanding of more general situations.
Taking into a ount the theory of spe ial relativity one is led to quantum
eld theories where in most ases only perturbative formulations are known for
the intera ting ase. Beside the diÆ ulties of in nitely many degrees of freedom
the problem arising in this ontext is the presen e of gauge degrees of freedom.
For the lassi al des ription one uses additional degrees of freedom whi h do
not have an immediate physi al relevan e. As example I would like to mention
Maxwell's theory of ele trodynami s: the potentials (; A~ ) are only needed for
simpli ation but are physi ally unobservable. The observable
ontent of the
theory are the ele tri and magneti elds E~ = r~  t A~ and B~ = r~  A~ . If
one wants to des ribe the true, physi al degrees of freedom one has to onsider
gauge equivalen e lasses of the potentials, i.e. (; A~)  (0 ; A~0 ) if they yield the
same E~ and B~ . This passage to a gauge invariant des ription on the lassi al side
is known as phase spa e redu tion, sin e typi ally the dimension of the lassi al
phase spa e des reases. However, the geometry of the lassi al phase spa e
usually be omes more ompli ated: one may obtain `holes', the redu ed phase
spa e is urved and there are no global anoni ally onjugate oordinates (q; p).
Therefor a naive ` anoni al quantization' of the redu ed phase spa e be omes
impossible.
As toy models for this situation in eld theories with gauge degrees of freedom
one onsiders nite-dimensional phase spa es with non-trivial geometry to study
the phenomena whi h are also expe ted in the ( ertainly not easier) in nitedimensional ases.
Beside the questions on the relations between gauge degrees of freedom, phase
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spa e redu tion and quantization there are more reasons to investigate the quantization of nite-dimensional phase spa es with non-trivial geometry. One an
try to understand the quantum theory of a parti le moving in a urved ba kground as this is to be expe ted from general relativity. Also the quantization
in presen e of ba kground elds, like the magneti eld of a Dira monopole,
an be onsidered. Furthermore, it turns out that the question of quantization
of phase spa es is, from a te hni al point of view, deeply related to the question
of quantization of geometry itself leading to the notion of non- ommutative geometry. Appli ations of su h a quantized geometry may arise from a theory of
quantum gravity.
In the following, su h more spe ulative aspe ts may be taken as motivation.
However, I will take a more onservative point of view and onsider mainly the
quantization of non-relativisti lassi al me hani s with nitely many degrees of
freedom. Here I will mainly fo us on a on eptually lear and mathemati ally
rigorous treatment.
In order to approa h the question of quantization appropriately, I shall rst
re all the fundamental stru tures in lassi al and quantum me hani s. Here one
needs a formulation whi h is most suited to the problem. In parti ular, the
notions of `observables', `states', `time development', et . are to be lari ed.
Starting from the so- alled anoni al quantization, as it an be found in text
books, I will motivated the notion of a star produ t. This basi notion of deformation quantization shall be dis ussed in detail in order to ompare the results
of deformation quantization with the original aims of the quantization program
in a riti al manner. In a on luding se tion I shall dis uss two examples where
the te hniques of deformation quantization an be applied beyond the original
quantization problem.
2

Classi al and Quantum Me hani s

2.1 Formulation of lassi al and quantum me hani s

In this se tion I shall brie y re all the usual notions in Hamiltonian me hani s
and quantum me hani s as it an be found in text books.
2.1.1 Hamiltonian me hani s: First Version
The playing ground of lassi al me hani s is the phase spa e M whi h in the
simplest ase is just M = R2n where n is the number of degrees of freedom.
The pure states are the points x 2 M . They an be denoted by use of the
anoni al oordinates x = (q; p) 2 R2n. Mixed states will be des ribed later.
The observables are the real-valued fun tions f : M ! R whi h in addition are
subje t to further analyti al onditions: of parti ular interest are the ontinuous
fun tions C (M ), the smooth fun tions C 1(M ), the real-analyti al fun tions
C ! (M ) and the polynomials Pol(R2n ). Note that the notion x = (q; p) has two
interpretations: on one hand it denotes a point (state) in phase spa e, on the
other hand it denotes the oordinate fun tions (observable).
The expe tation value Ex(f ) of an observable f in a state x is the value f (x)
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at x. The possible values of a measurement of the observable f are the values
f (M ) of f . The variation Varx (f ) of an observable f in a pure state x under

repeated measurement is
Varx(f ) = Ex(f 2) (Ex(f ))2 = 0:
(2.1)
The time evolution is governed by a parti ular observable, the Hamiltonian
H : M ! R. The time evolution of a state x is the unique urve t 7! x(t) =
(q(t); p(t)) 2 M through x(0) = x satisfying Hamilton's equations of motion
q_i (t) =

H
(q(t); p(t))
pi

and p_i(t) =

H
(q(t); p(t))
qi

for i = 1; : : : ; n:
(2.2)

2.1.2 Quantum me hani s: First Version
The analog of the phase spa e in quantum me hani s is a omplex Hilbert spa e
H. For reasonable physi al systems the Hilbert spa e H has a ountable in nite
Hilbert basis, for ertain simpli ed models also nite-dimensional Hilbert spa es
play a role.
The pure states are omplex rays in H, i.e. equivalen e lasses of ve tors
2 H n f0g where  0 if = z 0 with some z 2 C n f0g. The observables
are des ribed by operators on H. On one hand the bounded ( ontinuous) operators B(H), on the other hand the densely de ned, self-adjoint operators are of
interest. Stri tly speaking, only the Hermitian operators in B(H) orrespond to
observables.
The expe tation value E (A) of an observable A in a state is given by
E (A) =

h ; A i:
h ; i

(2.3)

Note that E (A) depends on the equivalen e lass of only. The possible values
of a measurement of the observable A are the spe tral values spe (A). In order
to have a reasonable spe trum the observable A has to be a self-adjoint operator.

The spe trum may onsist of eigenvalues as for the harmoni os illator. There
are also observables, like the momentum operator whi h only have spe tral values
whi h are no eigenvalues. After repeated measurement of the observable A in
the state the variation
Var (A) = E (A2) E (A)2  0
(2.4)
is in general di erent from zero: For any state one an nd an observable
A with Var (A) > 0. The reason is the non- ommutativity of the observables.
Physi ally measurable bounds for Var (A) an be obtained from Heisenberg's
un ertainty relations. Hen e the non- ommutativity of the quantum observables
is ru ial in order to implement the un ertainty relations.
The `size' of the un ertainty, as predi ted by Heisenberg's un ertainty relations, is ontrolled by the `size' of Plan k's onstant ~ as it an be seen from
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the anoni al ommutation relations [Q;^ P^℄ = i~. Note however, that ~ is not
dimensionless, so it has no intrinsi `size'. In parti ular, one an always nd a
unit system where ~ = 1. In order to obtain small quantum e e ts one has to
ompare ~ with other quantities (expe tation values) of the system whi h also
have the physi al dimension of an a tion.
The time evolution (t) of a state = (0) is again indu ed by a ertain
observable, the Hamilton operator H^ , as the unique solution of the S hrodinger

equation

2.2 Generalizations

i~ dtd (t) = H^ (t)

(0) =

:

(2.5)

In the following I shall generalize the above formulations of lassi al and quantum me hani s in an algebrai way. This will allow a more dire t omparison.
The formulation will not depend mu h on the number of degrees of freedom
when e many of the following will still be valid for eld theories or systems in
the thermodynami al limit.
For the quantum me hani al des ription the fun tional-analyti al questions
and subtleties shall be postponed in order to fo us on the algebrai point of
view. On the lassi al side the geometri properties of the phase spa e M shall
be repla ed and en oded in algebrai properties of the fun tion spa e C 1 (M ).
Thus I will be able to avoid to speak too mu h about di erential geometry and
analysis in Hilbert spa es but fo us on the algebrai properties of both theories
instead. This way one nds a language to treat lassi al and quantum me hani s
on the same footing.
2.2.1 Quantum me hani s: Se ond Version
In this se ond formulation of quantum me hani s I shall start with the properties
of the observable algebra. Then the states and the time evolution will be derived
on epts. See e.g. [22℄ for further reading.
The entral obje t of a quantum me hani al system is its algebra of observables. As the `example' B(H) indi ates one asks for an asso iative algebra AQM
over the omplex numbers C. Be ause of the un ertainty relations AQM will be
non- ommutative. To spe ify the observable elements in AQM we have to make
sense out of the notion of Hermitian elements, when e we require AQM to have
a -involution. This is a C-antilinear map A 7! A su h that
(AB) = BA and (A) = A
(2.6)
for all A; B 2 AQM. In the ase of AQM = B(H) the algebra element A is just
the adjoint operator of A. Su h a -algebra stru ture allows to tranfer the usual
notions of Hermitian, isometri , and unitary elements from the known ase of
B(H) to the abstra t ase of AQM.
Thus the quantum me hani al observable algebra AQM shall be a -algebra
over C. Further topologi al requirements as e.g. a C  -norm, ompleteness et .
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shall not be onsidered at the present stage in order to in orporate also `unbounded' observables.
The states of AQM are now identi ed with the expe tation value fun tionals.
An expe tation value fun tional of a -algebra AQM is de ned to be a linear
fun tional ! : AQM ! C satisfying
!(A A)  0;
(2.7)
for all A 2 AQM. Hen e ! is a positive linear fun tional. If AQM has a unit
element 1 then one requires in addition the normalization ondition !(1) = 1.
It is an easy exer ise to he k that the expe tation values A 7! E (A) as in (2.3)
are indeed positive linear fun tionals of B(H).
This notion of states allows for a simple hara terisation of pure and mixed
states. If !1 and !2 are two states of AQM then their onvex ombination
! = !1 + (1 )!2
(2.8)
is again a state for  2 (0; 1). Now ! is alled a mixed state if it an be
de omposed as in (2.8) in a non-trivial way, i.e. !1 6= !2. A state is alled pure
if su h a de omposition is not possible. As an example for a mixed state
I shall
mention the thermodynami al state A 7! tr(%A) of B(H) where % = Z1 e H is
the density operator for a Hamiltonian H and inverse temperatur . Here H has
to satisfy ertain te hni al onditions in order to make % a tra e lass operator.
Finally, let me mention the following properties of positive linear fun tionals:
A state ! : AQM ! C is real
(2.9)
!(A B ) = !(B  A)
and satis es the Cau hy S hwarz inequality
!(A B )!(A B )  !(A A)!(B  B ):
(2.10)
Exer ise 2.1 Prove (2.9) and (2.10) by onsidering the quadrati form p(z ) =
!((zA + B ) (zA + B ))  0 for all z 2 C.
The possible values of a measurement of an observable A are again given by
the spe trum spe (A). Here one is fa ed with a te hni al problem: in order to
have a physi ally reasonable notion of a spe trum one needs more than just a
 -algebra. The spe trum should be de ned intrini ally, i.e. as a property of
algebrai relations in AQM alone. Moreover, taking B(H) as example, one would
like to have
 spe (A)  R for A = A ,
 spe (A A)  R+ for all A,
 spe (p(A)) = p(spe (A)) for all polynomials p and all A.
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Finally, for a given Hermitian element A and a given state ! one would like to
have a spe tral measure d! on spe (A) in su h a way that
!(A) =

Z

a2spe (A)

a d!(a):

(2.11)

Then Ra2[a1;a2℄ a d!(a) is interpreted as the probability to obtain a spe tral value
in the interval [a1; a2℄ when measuring the observable A in the state !.
For B(H) (or any other C  -algebra) one de nes  2 spe (A) if A 1 does
not have an inverse in B(H). Then the above properties are guaranteed by
the (non-trivial!) spe tral theorem. It turns out that a reasonable notion of
spe trum is very hard to get without a C -norm. For a dis ussion of the spe tral
theorem in C -algebras see e.g. [8,19℄.
However, this analyti al aspe t shall not be onsidered in the following. Instead we shall assume that AQM an be embedded (in some reasonable way) into
a C  -algebra where a good notion of spe trum is available. Typi ally, it will
depend strongly on the example how this an be done. Nevertheless, I shall emphasize that for the interpretation of AQM as quantum me hani al observables
su h a notion of spe trum is ru ial.
The time evolution an be formulated in the following way. First we onsider
the Heisenberg pi ture of the time evolution of A in the ase of B(H), i.e. the
Heisenberg equation
i
d
A(t) = [H; A(t)℄;
(2.12)
dt
~
where t 7! A(t) is the unique solution with A(0) = A. The solution is of the
form
A(t) = Ut A(0)Ut
(2.13)
with a one-parameter group Ut of unitary operators Ut 2 B(H) obying the
S hrodinger equation
(2.14)
i~ dtd Ut = HUt:
Here on e again one needs to spe ify some more fun tional-analyti al details in
order to give life to (2.12) and (2.14) su h as strong ontinuity of t 7! Ut, see
e.g. [26, Se t. VIII.4℄. However, I shall again fo us on the algebrai properties.
The notion of a unitary one-parameter group means
U0 = id; Ut Us = Ut+s = Us Ut and Ut = U t = Ut 1 :
(2.15)
Then the algebrai ontent of (2.13) an be reformulated in the following way.
The linear map t : AQM ! AQM de ned by A 7! t(A) = UtAUt de nes a oneparameter group of  -automorphisms of the observable algebra AQM : Indeed, one
has the property of a one-parameter group
0 = id and ts = t+s = st;
(2.16)
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and ea h t is a -automorphism of AQM, i.e.
t(AB) = t(A)t (B) and t(A ) = t(A)
(2.17)
for A; B 2 AQM. Thus the quantum me hani al time evolution will be a oneparameter group of -automorphisms of the observable algebra AQM. Note that
in general t may have a more ompli ated form as above.
2.2.2 Classi al me hani s: Se ond Version
As already mentioned in the introdu tion there are physi al situations where the
lassi al phase spa e has a mu h more ompli ated geometry than just R2n. The
prin ipal stru ture is then a di erentiable manifold M together with a Poisson
stru ture. Roughly speaking, a di erentiable manifold is a geometri obje t
whi h allows for lo al oordinates in su h a way, that passing from one to another
oordinate system is a smooth map. As example one may think of the 2-sphere
S 2 or the torus T 2. For a di erentiable manifold one has a notion of smooth
fun tions f : M ! C.
As observables we take again the smooth fun tions C 1(M ) where we now
allow for omplex-valued fun tions. Thus we obtain a ommutative asso iative
 -algebra where the produ t is the pointwise produ t and the  -involution is the
pointwise omplex- onjugation of fun tions. On the rst sight it seems unne essary to onsider omplex-valued fun tions in lassi al me hani s, but one obtains
a higher stru tural similarity to the quantum me hani al observable algbera.
However, there is an additional stru ture, namely the Poisson bra ket ff; gg
for fun tions on the phase spa e. This is a bilinear bra ket for the smooth
fun tions obying the following properties:
 Antisymmetry: ff; gg = fg; f g.
 Leibniz rule: ff; ghg = ff; ggh + gff; hg.
 Ja obi identity: ff; fg; hgg = fff; gg; hg + fg; ff; hgg.
A di erentiable manifold with su h a Poisson stru ture for the fun tions is alled
a Poisson manifold. One an show that in lo al oordinates (x1 ; : : : ; xm) the
Poisson bra ket takes the form
X
ij (x) f (x) g (x);
ff; gg(x) =
(2.18)
xi xj
i;j

where ij = ji are lo ally de ned fun tions satisfying the quadrati partial
di erential equation
m 
X
`=1

i`

 jk
x`

+

j`

 ki
x`

+

k`

 ij
x`



=0

(2.19)

for i; j; k = 1; : : : ; m. The last property of the Poisson bra ket is its ompatibility
with the -involution, i.e. the omplex onjugation. We require it to be real in
the sense that
ff; gg = ff; gg;
(2.20)
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whi h is equivalent to ij = ij .
The Poisson bra ket is alled symple ti if in any oordinate system and at
any point x 2 M the matrix ( ij (x)) of lo al fun tions is invertible. In this ase
the Poisson manifold is alled a symple ti manifold.
Exer ise 2.2 Verify that the Ja obi identity is equivalent to (2.19). Moreover,
verify that the anoni al Poisson bra ket (2.21) on R2n de ned by

ff; gg =

n 
X

f g
r pr
q
r=1

f g
pr qr



(2.21)

indeed is a symple ti Poisson bra ket.

A ommutative asso iative algebra A with a Poisson bra ket is alled a Poisson algebra. If A in addition has a  -involution ompatible with the Poisson
bra ket as in (2.20) the A is alled a Poisson -algebra. Thus we arrive at the
following pi ture: the observables in lassi al me hani s have the stru ture of a
Poisson -algebra A lass. Indeed, this hara terization is mu h more general and
is valid beyond lassi al me hani s. It an be seen as the general stru ture for
any lassi al theory.
For the des ription of the states we have two possibilities: on one hand the
pure states are again the points in phase spa e, on the other hand states an be
viewed as positive linear fun tionals, sin e we have a -algebra. It turns out that
both approa hes are onsistent in the following sense: the points x 2 M an be
identi ed with the Æ-fun tionals Æx : C 1 (M ) ! C whi h are positive fun tionals
sin e
(2.22)
Æx(ff ) = f (x)f (x)  0:
Thus the se ond hara terization is indeed a generalization of the previous one.
Moreover, there are other positive linear fun tionals whi h an be des ribed by
integrations with respe t to other positive measures 
f

7!

Z

M

fd:

(2.23)

In parti ular
we obtain the thermodynami al states with a integration density
given by Z1 e H .
The Riesz representation theorem then shows that indeed all positive linear
fun tionals of C 1 (M ) are of this form: they an be obtained by integration with
respe t to a positive Borel measure (with ompa t support). Moreover, the pure
states are pre isely the Æ-fun tionals as desired.
The time evolution an be des ribed algebrai ally as follows. Again a Hamilton fun tion determines the Hamilton equation of motion whose solutions are
urves t 7! x(t) through a given initial ondition x = x(0). Thus one an de ne
the ow t : M ! M by mapping x 2 M to the point x(t) if x(t) is the unique
solution with x(0) = x. Sin e we have an autonomous di erential equation for
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x(t) the

ow gives a one-parameter group
0 = id and t Æ s = t+s
(2.24)
of maps M ! M . It turns out that ea h t is even a smooth map when e we
have a one-parameter group of di eomorphisms of M . Given an observable f
one de nes its pull-ba k t f 2 C 1 (M ) to be the observable
t f = f Æ t
(2.25)
and obtains again an observable for all t. Clearly the pull-ba ks give a oneparameter group of linear maps t : C 1 (M ) ! C 1 (M ) satisfying in addition
(2.26)
t (fg) = t f t g and t (f ) = t (f ):
Thus the time evolution of the observables is a one-parameter group of  -automorphisms
as in the quantum ase. Sin e the time evolution is indu ed by Hamilton's equation of motion one an show in addition that
and

d 
f=
dt t

fH; t f g

(2.27)

t (ff; gg) = ft f; t gg:

(2.28)
Then (2.27) an be interpreted as in nitesimal time evolution and it is the immediate analog of Heisenberg's equation of motion (2.12). As (2.28) shows the
time evolution is ompatible with the Poisson bra kets.
Summarizing, the time evolution in lassi al me hani s is a one-parameter
group of Poisson -automorphisms of the observable algebra A lass.
2.2.3 The algebrai stru tures
To summarize to above analysis we nd the relevant stru tural di eren e between
lassi al and quantum physi s: The quantum observable algebra AQM is nonommutative while the lassi al observable algebra A lass is ommutative but
has an additional stru ture, the Poisson bra ket. It also be ame lear that the
fundamental obje t in both ases is given by the observable algebra while the
states an be understood as a derived on ept. Knowing the -algebra one also
knows its positive linear fun tionals. Finally, in both ases the time evolution is
a one-parameter group of automorphisms the observable algebra.
2.3 What is quantization?

What do we want to a hive with `quantization'? First of all, we have large
domains where the lassi al des ription of our world is an extraordinarily good
approximation, so lassi al physi s is not just `wrong'. To explain this phenomen
of lassi al limit starting with quantum physi s is still a deli ate and on eptually
diÆ ult question.
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Nevertheless, to our best present knowledge quantum physi s is the more
fundamental des ription of nature. Hen e quanization, understood as the passage from lassi al physi s to quantum physi s, is not a physi al phenomen: the
world is already quantum and quantization is only our poor attempt to nd the
quantum theoreti al des ription starting with the lassi al des ription whi h we
understand better. Apparently we are not able to nd the quantum des ription
a priori and intrinsi ally, say for the standard model or gravity. Instead we
always have to start with the lassi al analog though we very well know that
there should be an a priori quantum des ription as this is the more fundamental
theory.
In the following, I do not want to spe ulate too mu h on the question whether
or why it seems always to be the ase that we have to start with the lassi al
theory. Instead I intend to handle this more pragmati ally and take the lassi al
theory in order to nd and onstru t a orresponding quantum theory.
More on rete, quantization shall stand for a onstru tion of a quantum
theoreti al des ription of a given physi al system starting only with the lassi al
data. A ording to the dis ussion in Se t. 2.2 the key role is played by the
observable algebra: quantization is a pro eedure of onstru ting AQM out of
A lass . A priori it is not lear whether su h a onstru tion is su essful and if so,
how unique it will be.
The following requirements for su h a onstru tion shall not be understood
as stri t axioms but as ideas and motivations. In on rete examples one typi ally
nds more appropriate and more spe i formulations.
(1) The quantum me hani al observable algebra AQM should be as big as the
lassi al observable algebra. Classi al observables are the lassi al limit of
quantum observables, so AQM an not be smaller than A lass. On the other
hand, if there are quantum observables whi h do not have a lassi al ounterpart then a quantization is either hopeless or the lassi al des ription
has to be re ned to in lude more observables.
The spin of an ele tron provides a (non-)example: there is no lassi al
analog of spin in the usual me hani al des ription of an ele tron unless
one uses a super-me hani al des ription. This is indeed possible and a
quantization of this super-me hani s yields the orre t spin for the ele tron.
Moreover, the orresponden e between lassi al and quantum me hani al
observables should be suÆ iently expli it. One needs a physi al interpretation of the elements of AQM in order to ompare them with the ones
in A lass. As the latter are realized as fun tions on some phase spa e the
interpretation of A lass usually is obvious.
(2) The quantum observable algebra AQM should lead in the lassi al limit to
the lassi al observable algebra A lass. In order to make su h a statement
meaningful the notion of lassi al limit has to be lari ed. In parti ular,
one expe ts that for orresponding lassi al and quantum observables one
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has orresponding algebrai relations
1 [A;^ B^ ℄ ; fA; Bg
A^ ; A; A^B^ ; AB; and
(2.29)
i~
in the lassi al limit ;. Here the Poisson bra ket of A lass is seen as
`shadow' of the quantum me hani al non- ommutativity. Note that the
Poisson bra ket in lassi al me hani s indeed has the dimension of an inverse a tion while the ommutator is dimensionless. Also the i is ne essary be ause of the reality properties of the ommutator and the Poisson
bra ket. Thus (2.29) is onsistent from this point of view.
Having onstru ted AQM all the states of A lass should arise as lassi al
limit of the states of AQM. Sin e the quantum des ription is the more
fundamental one this has to be imposed by onsisten y. Of ourse the
nature of the lassi al limit of states is deli ate and has to be spe i ed in
an appropriate way before su h a statement an be shown.
The non- ommutativity of AQM is the manifestation of the un ertainty relations when e their size is ontrolled by Plan k's onstant ~. The lassi al
limit ; in (2.29) should be understood in su h a way, that the typi al
a tions of the system are large ompared to the a tion ~. Intuitively, one
writes ~ ! 0 for the lassi al limit. However, ~ is not dimensionless when e
a statement about the `size' an only be relative to other quantities of the
same physi al dimension.
The o uren e of a lassi al limit shows that the orre tions whi h bring
us from lassi al to quantum are not too big, probably even small: One
needs quite pre ise measurements to observe the quantum nature of our
world. This aspe t will be made more pre ise in the notion of deformation
of algebrai stru tures later.
The quantum observable algebra AQM should allow for a reasonable notion
of spe tra. This an be a hieved e.g. by embedding AQM into some C  algebra.
The onstru tion of AQM should be as expli it as possible. Moreover, the
onstru tion should be on eptually lear: it should be possible to distingiush properties of the onstru tion whi h are generi from those whi h
use spe i features of the example. If there are ad-ho de isions and
hoi es to be made one should be able to investigate the resulting ambiguities.
From anoni al quantization to star produ ts

3.1 Canoni al quantization and orderings

As rst example one investigates the at phase spa e R2n with the anoni al
Poisson bra ket (2.21). For simpli ity let n = 1 when e we have anoni ally
onjugate oordinates q and p with Poisson bra ket
fq; pg = 1:
(3.1)
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Canoni al quantization, as it an be found in textbooks on quantum me hani s,
is the repla ement of q and p by the quantum me hani al observables Q^ and
P^ whi h are usually realized by di erential operators a ting on wave fun tions.
More spe i ally, onsider the smooth fun tions with ompa t support C01 (R)
^ P^ : C01(R) ! C01(R) by
on the real line and de ne the linear operators Q;
(Q^ )(q) = q (q) and (P^ )(q) = i~ q (q)

(3.2)

for 2 C01(R). Then Q^ and P^ are indeed de ned on the pre Hilbert spa e
C01 (R) and obey the ommutation relation
^ P^℄ = i~1:
[Q;
(3.3)
A ording to our general on ept we have to quantize the whole observable
algebra and not only the two observables q and p. The smallest Poisson algebra of fun tions on the phase spa e ontaining q and p are the polynomials
Pol(R2). Using this as lassi al observable algebra we have to give a orresponding operator for all the monomials qk p`, k; ` 2 N. In order to a omplish the
orresponden e prin iple (2.29) it is reasonable to use the orresponding monomial in Q^ and P^. Doing so we en ounter the following ordering problem : while
the lassi al q and p ommute we have e.g. qk p` = p`qk but the quantum Q^
and P^ do not ommute any longer. Thus in Q^ k P^ ` 6= P^`Q^ k the ordering plays
a ru ial role. In order to pro eed one has to make a hoi e how the variables
should be ordered. The resulting ambiguities have to be dis ussed arefully later.
To illustrate this by an example, I will dis uss two ordering pres riptions whi h
are ommonly used.
3.1.1 The standard ordering
The simplest ordering pres ription I shall dis uss is the standard ordering. Here
one writes all momenta to the right before one repla es q by Q^ and p by P^. Thus
the standard representation %S is the map
%S : Pol(R2 ) ! Di Op(C01 (R))
(3.4)
from the polynomials into the di erential operators de ned by
) = Q^ k P^ ` =

 `

~

`
q`

(3.5)
i
and linear extension to all polynomials. A simple omputation shows that one
has the following expli it formula
1 1  ~ r  r f
X
r
(3.6)
%S (f ) =
r! i pr p=0 qr
r=0
%S (

qk p`

qk
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for any polynomial f (q; p). From this expli it formula we see that %S(f ) is still
well-de ned if f is only a polynomial fun tion of p and has arbitrary smooth
dependen e on q sin e the in nite series terminates after nitely many terms.
The smooth fun tions of q and p depending polynomially on p are denoted by
Pol(T R). Note that Pol(T R) indeed is a Poisson -algebra. Thus we obtain a
linear map
%S : Pol(T  R) ! Di Op(C01 (R))
(3.7)
into the di erential operators a ting on C01(R) with smooth oeÆ ients. The
following statement is an obvious onsequen e of the expli it formula (3.6).
Lemma 3.1 The standard representation %S is bije tive.

Using this lemma we obtain the desired orresponden e between lassi al and
quantum me hani al observables. This is also known as symbol al ulus for
di erential operators and the inverse of %S is also alled the symbol map.
However, from a physi al point of view the standard representation is still
unsatisfa tory. The reasons omes from the following in ompatibility with the
 -involutions. The algebra of di erential operators has a natural  -involution
whi h is indu ed by the operator adjoint with respe t to the usual L2-inner
produ t
Z
h ; i =
(q)(q) dq
(3.8)
R
of fun tions ;  2 C01 (R). Clearly this way the smooth fun tions with ompa t
support be ome a pre Hilbert spa e whose ompletion is the spa e of square
integrable fun tions L2(R; dq). As long as we are working with C01(R) the
de nition of the adjoint operator of a di erential operator is trivial: we obtain
the ajoint by naive partial integrations. The adjoint of %S(f ) an be omputed
expli itly for a fun tion f (q; p) = fr (q)pr with fr 2 C 1 (R) and r 2 N. We have
h ; %S (f )i =

Z

 r

(q) ~i

R
Z  r

fr (q)

r
(q) dq
qr


r 
(
q
)
f
(
q
)
(q) dq
r
qr
R i
Z  r X
r   s
r  fr  r s
~
(q) qr s (q) (q) dq
=
s qs
R i
s=0
! !
Z
r    s s
X
r ~  fr r s
=
(q) (q) dq:
p
%S
s i qs
R
s=0

=

~

Thus the adjoint of %S(fr pr ) is given by
%S (fr (q)pr )y = %S

r    s
X
r ~
s=0

s

i

 s fr r
p
qs

!
s

:

(3.9)

(3.10)
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In order to simplify this expression we need the following operators
1 1  ~ s
X
~
2
2i
(3.11)
 = qp and N = e = s! 2i s;
s=0
whi h we view as operators a ting on Pol(T R). Note that N is well-de ned, i.e.
for f 2 Pol(T R) the series Nf only ontains nitely many terms as s f = 0 if s
is larger than the polynomial degree in p of f . So onsider again f (q; p) = fr (q)pr
as before then
1 1  ~ s
X
2
N f=
s f
s! i
s=0
1
X

1  ~ s  sfr  s pr
(3.12)
s! i
qs ps
s=0
1  s s
X
= s1! ~i qfsr (r r! s)! pr s;
s=0
when e we obtain the important equation
(3.13)
%S (f )y = %S (N 2 f ):
Sin e (3.13) is linear we on lude that (3.13) is valid for all f 2 Pol(T R). In
parti ular, for a real-valued fun tion f = f the orresponding operator %S(f )
needs not to be symmetri as in general N 2f 6= f . Thus the lassi al and
the quantum  -involution are not ompatible and lassi al observables are not
mapped to quantum observables.
3.1.2 The Weyl ordering
The above unphysi al property of the standard ordering an be ured very easily
using the operator N . We de ne the Weyl representation by
%Weyl (f ) = %S (Nf )
(3.14)
for f 2 Pol(T R). More expli itly we have
1 1  ~ r  r (Nf )
X
r
%Weyl (f ) =
;
(3.15)
r
r! i
p p=0 qr
r=0
viewed as di erential operator a ting on C01(R). Sin e N = e 2i~  is invertible
on Pol(T R) it follows that %Weyl is again a bije tion between Pol(T R) and the
di erential operators Di Op(C01 (R)). After some ombinatori al onsiderations
one an show that for a polynomial f (q; p) = qk p` the Weyl representation
%Weyl(f ) is the orresponding totally symmetrized polynomial in the operators Q^
and P^, e.g.

1
i~q:
(3.16)
%Weyl (q2 p) = (Q^ 2 P^ + Q^ P^ Q^ + P^ Q^ 2 ) = i~q2
3
q
=
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This ordering is also alled the Weyl ordering. Using (3.13) and the de nition
(3.14) one has
%Weyl (f )y = %S (Nf )y = %S (N 2 Nf ) = %S (N 2 N 1 f ) = %S (Nf ) = %Weyl(f );

(3.17)
when e the lassi al -involution and the quantum -involution are ompatible
for the Weyl ordering.
In order to investigate the other requirements of a quantization one has to
dis uss in parti ular the orresponden e prin iple (2.29). I will not do this at
the present stage but invite the reader to perform some simple omputations:
Exer ise 3.2 Let f; g 2 Pol(T R). Compare %S (fg) and %S (f )%S (g). Also
ompare %S (ff; gg) and i1~ [%S (f ); %S (g)℄. How an one interprete the result? Do
the same omputations for the Weyl ordered ase.

3.2 The rst star produ ts
3.2.1 The standard ordered and Weyl ordered star produ t

The following idea is very simply but enables us to formulate the notion of
quantization in greater detail. Sin e both ordering pres riptions %S and %Weyl
are linear bije tions between A lass = Pol(T R) and AQM = Di Op(C01 (R))
we see that for these hoi es of A lass and AQM the underlying ve tor spa es of
observables are isomorphi . Thus we an pull-ba k the non- ommutative produ t
of AQM to A lass in order to obtain a new produ t for A lass. One de nes


f ?S g = %S 1 %S (f )%S (g)

(3.18)

1 %Weyl (f )%Weyl (g)
f ?Weyl g = %Weyl

(3.19)

and

for f; g 2 Pol(T R). These new produ ts are alled standard ordered star produ t
and Weyl ordered star produ t or Weyl produ t for short, respe tively. Though
we already expe t the Weyl produ t to have physi ally more reasonable properties I will rst dis uss the more simple standard ordered produ t. First I shall
derive a more expli it formula for ?S. To this end one onsiders fun tions with
a xed polynomial degree in the momentum variables f (q; p) = fk (q)pk and
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g(q; p) = g` (q)p`

with k; ` 2 N and fk ; g` 2 C 1 (R). Then one omputes
 k+`

k
l
g
`
i
qk q`
 k+`
k   s
X
k  g`  `+k s
~
fk
= i
s qs q`+k s
s=0
!
k    s
sg
X
k ~

`
= %S
fk pk s s p`
s
i
q
s=0
!
 s s
k
X
1
~

s
k
`
= %S
(f p ) (g p )
s! i ps k qs `
s=0
!
 s s
k
X
1
~  f sg
;
= %S
s! i ps qs
s=0

%S (f )%S (g) =

~

fk

(3.20)

when e one on ludes that in general
1
X

 s s
~  f
1
f ?S g =
s
!
i ps
s=0

sg
qs

(3.21)

for f; g 2 Pol(T R). Again note that the in nite series a tually ontains only a
nite number of non-zero terms as long as the fun tion f is only a polynomial
in p. Moreover, the result is again a fun tion whi h is only polynomial in p.
Before I dis uss the properties of ?S let me mention the orresponding formulas for ?Weyl. By de nition (3.19) and by (3.14) one has
1 (%Weyl (f )%Weyl(g)) = N 1 %S 1 (%S (Nf )%S (Ng)) = N 1 (Nf ?S Ng);
f ?Weyl g = %Weyl
(3.22)
when e the operator N intertwines between the produ ts ?S and ?Weyl. Expli itly,
one obtains after some simple omputation
1 1  ~ r X
r  
r
X
r
rg
r s  f
f ?Weyl g =
(
1)
:
(3.23)
r! 2i s=0 s
qs pr s qr sps
r=0
Again, the in nite series terminates after nitely many terms if f; g 2 Pol(T R).
Using these expli it expressions one nds the following theorem:
Theorem 3.3 The star produ ts ?S and ?Weyl have the following properties:
(1) For f; g 2 Pol(T R) one has f ?S g, f ?Weyl g 2 Pol(T R).
(2) ?S and ?Weyl are asso iative multipli ations
f ? (g ? h) = (f ? g) ? h:

(3.24)
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(3)
(4)
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?S and ?Weyl an be written as a series of bidi erential operators Cr
1
X
f ? g = ~r Cr (f; g):
(3.25)
r=0
For both produ ts one has
f ? g = fg +    when e C0 (f; g) = fg

(3.26)

and

f ?g g?f
as well as

(5)

= i~ff; gg +   

when e C1 (f; g) C1 (g; f ) = iff; gg;

1 ? f = f = f ? 1;

where ff; gg is the anoni al Poisson bra ket
For the Weyl produ t one has in addition

(2.21).

f ?Weyl g = g ?Weyl f:

(3.27)
(3.28)
(3.29)

Exer ise 3.4 Prove the expli it formula (3.23) for the Weyl produ t and use it
to show the theorem. Prove the asso iativity only using (3.23) and (3.21). Give
an alternative proof of asso iativity using %S and %Weyl , respe tively.

Rephrasing the statement of the above theorem we have the following result:
The new produ ts ?S and ?Weyl are asso iative produ ts for A lass. They deform
the lassi al, original produ ts in dire tion of the Poisson bra ket. Thus the
orresponden e prin iple is manifested in the equations (3.26) and (3.27). For
the Weyl produ t ?Weyl the lassi al -involution is still a -involution for the
new produ t ?Weyl. This is not true for ?S.
The maps %S and %Weyl, respe tively, show that A lass with the new produ ts
?S and ?Weyl, respe tively, are isomorphi to AQM as algebras. In ase of ?Weyl it
is even a -isomorphism.
This motivates the following deformation problem as a more on rete formulation of the quantization problem: Instead of onstru ting a ompletely new
algebra AQM out of A lass one keeps A lass as a ve tor spa e and hanges only the
produ t stru ture from the ommutative produ t into a non- ommutative star
produ t by deforming the original one.
3.2.2 A rst generalization: otangent bundles
The most important generalization of R2n as phase spa e for lassi al me hani s
is the lass of otangent bundles. I do not want to go into mu h details on
the di erential geometry here but just motivate why otangent bundles are so
interesting.
Let us onsider a physi al system of N parti les moving in R3. Then the
on guration spa e is R3N , probably with removed oin iden e points. The
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phase spa e is R3N  R3N where the se ond R3N orresponds to the anoni ally
onjugate momenta. It is lear that the star produ ts ?S and ?Weyl have an
immediate generalization to this situation.
Now onsider the sitation where the positions of the parti les have to ful ll
some onstraints. If there are f independent onstraints then the on guration
spa e will be a n = 3N f dimensional submanifold Q of the original on guration spa e R3N . To guarantee that the parti les do not leave the onstraint
surfa e Q their possible velo ities have to be tangent to the submanifold Q. Thus
for the des ription of the allowed positions and velo ities one uses the tangent
bundle T Q of Q. The di erential geometri de nition of T Q an be understood
heuristi ally as follows: for any point q 2 Q one atta hes the tangent spa e Tq Q
at q. Then the dijoint union of all these Tq Q gives T Q. This velo ity phase spa e
turns out to be a manifold of dimension 2n and is the basis for the Lagrangean
formulation of me hani s.
In order to formulate me hani s on Q in the Hamiltonian way one has to pass
to the (momentum) phase spa e by a Legendre transform. Geometri ally this
orresponds to the passage to the otangent bundle T Q of Q. This otangent
bundle is onstru ted analogously to T Q where now the dual spa e TqQ to the
tangent spa e is atta hed at any point q. It turns out that on T Q one has a
anoni al Poisson stru ture when e C 1 (T  Q) be omes a Poisson  -algebra.
Di erent from Rm on a general manifold M we do not have a global and
preferred oordinate system. Hen e a meaningful de nition of polynomial fun tions is no longer available. In ase of a otangent bundle the situation is slightly
ni er: Sin e the momentum dire tions are along the ve tor spa es TqQ it is still
meaningful to speak of fun tions whi h are polynomial in the momenta. In spaial dire tions however, this is no longer possible in a oordinate independent
way. The smooth fun tions on T Q whi h are polynomial in momentum dire tions are denoted
by Pol(T Q). They are a Poisson subalgebra of all smooth
1

fun tions C (T Q) for the anoni al Poisson bra ket. Moreover, for a typi al
physi al system the kineti energy is a quadrati fun tion in the momenta while
the potential is even onstant in momentum dire tions. Thus A lass = Pol(T Q)
is a good andidate for the lassi al observables.
For su h a lassi al system with A lass = Pol(T Q) one an show now the
following: It is possible to repeat all important steps in the onstru tion of %S,
N , %Weyl ?S , and ?Weyl almost literally. The only modi ation omes from the
fa t that one has to use a ovariant derivative r. A fun tion depending linearly
on the momenta is quantized using r by pk 7! i~rk instead of i~k . This
way one obtains a oordinate independent formulation. Moreover, for a on rete
physi al system there is usually a preferred hoi e of a ovariant derivative: the
kineti energy determines a Riemannian metri on Q whi h has a unique ompatible ovariant derivative: the Levi Civita onne tion. The te hni al details of
this very expli it onstru tion an be found in [5{7℄.
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Deformation quantization

4.1 Star produ ts
4.1.1 General de nitions
Having seen that the deformation of the lassi al observable algebra

promisses
to give a su essful on ept of quantization we shall now try to put things on a
solid mathemati al ground. I will dis uss on one hand a geometri version based
on Poisson manifolds and, on the other hand, a more algebrai version.
For the geometri situation one observes that on a general Poisson manifold
M there are no `polynomial fun tions' within C 1 (M ). As lassi al observable
algebra we an only use C 1 (M ) at least as long as we do not have any additional spe i information. In on rete examples there may be some physi ally
interesting subalgebras,
as e.g. in the ase of otangent bundles.
Using C 1 (M ) the formulas (3.21) and (3.23) have to be re onsidered: If f , g
are arbitrary smooth fun tions then the series do not onverge in general. Even
worse, one an always nd fun tions f , g su h that the power series in ~ do have
radius of onvergen e equal to 0.
One way out is to look for star produ ts for A lass = C 1(M ) whi h are
only formal power series in ~, but share all other properties of ?S and ?Weyl. In a
se ond step one tries to nd suitable subalgebras where onvergen e of the formal
series is guaranteed. The examples of R2n and T Q show that this might be
su essful, as here one has the subalgebras of polynomial fun tions. The point
is that an a priori hoi e of a subalgebra may be very diÆ ult without further
knowledge of M but a posteriori the star produ t itself may single out `ni e'
fun tions where the series onverge. Thus one should view the formal power
series as onsequen e of some missing additional information on the lassi al
situation whi h typi ally depends strongly on the example.
After this onsiderations the following general de nition of a star produ t
a ording to Bayen, Flato, Frnsdal, Li hnerowi z and Sternheimer should be
well motivated [2℄, see also [13℄ for a re ent review.
De nition 4.1 A star produ t for a Poisson manifold M is an asso iative
produ t ? for the formal power series C 1 (M )[[℄℄ of the form
1
X
(4.1)
f ? g = r Cr (f; g);
r=0

su h that:
(1) f ? g = fg +    , i.e. C0 (f; g) = fg.
(2) f ? g g ? f = iff; gg +    , i.e. C1 (f; g) C1 (g; f ) = iff; gg.
(3) f ? 1 = f = 1 ? f , i.e. Cr (1; f ) = 0 = Cr (f; 1) for r  1.
(4) Cr is a bidi erential operator.
The star produ t is alled Hermitian if in addition
f ? g = g ? f:

(4.2)
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The formal parameter  plays the role of ~ and an be substituted by ~ as soon
as one has established onvergen e.
The asso iativity f ? (g ? h) = (f ? g) ? h is he ked order by order in .
This yields the following equivalent onditions on the Cr 's: for all k 2 N and all
fun tions f; g; h 2 C 1 (M ) one has
k
X
r=0

Cr (f; Ck

r

(g; f )) =

k
X
r=0

Cr (Ck

r

(f; g); h):

(4.3)

The Hermiti ity of ? is equivalent to the ondition Cr (f; g) = Cr (g; f ).
The algebrai ontent of deformation quantization is Gerstenhaber's deformation theory of asso iative algebras [17℄. Sometimes we do not want to make
referen e to the underlying geometri situation but start with the lassi al observable algebra A lass as a Poisson -algebra dire tly. Then one uses the following
notion of a formal deformation:

De nition 4.2
(1) A formal deformation of an asso iative algebra A is an asso iative produ t
for A[[℄℄ of the form
1
X
A ? B = r Cr (A; B )
(4.4)
r=0
with C0 (A; B ) = AB .
(2) A formal deformation quantization of a Poisson algebra A lass is an assoiative deformation ? of A lass with C1 (f; g) C1 (g; f ) = iff; gg.
(3) A Hermitian deformation of a  -algebra is a deformation with (A ? B) =
B  ? A .
This way we have de ned the notion of a Hermitian deformation quantization
of a Poisson  -algebra in a purely algebrai way. This de nition is useful if the

geometry of the lassi al phase spa e is diÆ ult to des ribe but an observable
algebra is still available. As example one an onsider simple eld theories [14,
15℄.
4.1.2 Existen e and lassi ation
Having the general de nition of a star produ t one is fa ed with the question
whether su h deformations exist for general Poisson manifolds. Moreover, one
should larify how many possibilities are there in the onstru tion of star produ ts. This is non-trivial as we have already seen in the ase of R2 that there are
at least two, ?S and ?Weyl. The existen e is guaranteed by the following theorem:

Theorem 4.3 On any Poisson manifold there are star produ ts.

The proof of this theorem is far beyond this introdu tion. I only shall mention
that rst the existen e for symple ti manifolds was shown by DeWilde and
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Le omte [12℄, Fedosov [16℄ and Omori, Maeda and Yoshioka [25℄. The general
Poisson ase was un lear for long time untill Kontsevi h su eeded with a proof
in his fundamental work [21℄.
The question about uniqueness is slightly more diÆ ult to formulate as we
have already seen that there are at least two star produ ts ?S and ?Weyl on R2n.
However, there is a relation between them using the operator N , namely
f ?Weyl g = N 1 (Nf ?S Ng);
(4.5)
where N = exp( 2i ) is now viewed as formal series of di erential operators.
Thus N is an algebra isomorphism between the standard and Weyl ordered star
produ t algebras. This is of ourse to be expe ted as both are isomorphi to the
algebra of di erential operators, by their very onstru tion. The important observation is that N starts with the identity in zeroth order of : the isomorphism
is simply the identity in the lassi al limit.
De nition 4.4 Two star produ ts ? and ?0 for C 1 (M ) are alled equivalent if

there is a formal series

S = id +

1
X
r=1

r Sr

of di erential operators Sr su h that
f ?0 g = S 1(Sf ? Sg) and S 1 = 1:

(4.6)
(4.7)

In this ase S is alled an equivalen e transformation. In the ase of Hermitian
star produ ts one requires in addition Sf = Sf .
Exer ise 4.5 Prove that the above notion indeed is an equivalen e relation.
Moreover, given su h an S , show that ?0 de ned by (4.7) is again a (Hermitian)
star produ t provided ? is one.

Thus having one star produ t one gets a whole bun h of them by applying some equivalen e transformation. The example of ?S and ?Weyl shows that
passing to an equivalent star produ t is related to another hoi e of an ordering
pres ription. In fa t, the notion of equivalen e an be seen as an axiomati and
generalized notion of passing from one to another ordering pres ription. This
raises the following two questions:
(1) Is there a lassi ation of star produ ts up to equivalen e, i.e. up to the
hoi e of an ordering pres ription?
(2) Is there a physi ally motivated hoi e of a star produ t ? within a given
equivalen e lass [?℄?
It turns out that the rst question an be answered in full generality. I shall not
give the detail whi h are te hni al and an be found in the literature [3,21,24℄.
Theorem 4.6 The equivalen e lasses [?℄ of star produ ts ? are lassi ed by
ertain geometri properties of the underlying Poisson manifold M . In parti ular, there is only one lass of symple ti star produ ts on R2n .
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The hoi e of an equivalen e lass is not suÆ ient from the physi al point of
view. In order to onstru t the quantum me hani al observables AQM one has to
answer also the above se ond question. In general, this is mu h more involved as
the hoi e of a parti ular star produ t usually depends strongly on the example.
Guidelines an be the lassi al symmetries and the wish for onvergen e.
4.2 Time evolution in deformation quantization

Let me now dis uss the time evolution in the formalism of deformation quantization. Consider a lassi al Hamiltonian H 2 C 1(M ). Then the lassi al time
evolution is given by Hamilton's equations (2.27). As the ve tor spa es of A lass
and AQM oin ide in deformation quantization it is lear what the star produ t
analog of Heisenberg's equation (2.12) should be, namely
i
d
f (t) = (H ? f (t) f (t) ? H ):
(4.8)
dt



Here we en ounter a little mathemati al subtlety: in the framework of formal
power series we an not simply divide by . This would require formal Laurent
series. However, sin e
H ? f (t) f (t) ? H = ifH; f (t)g +   
(4.9)
this is not ne essary. Heisenberg's equation of motion reads
i
d
f (t) = (H ? f (t) f (t) ? H ) = fH; f (t)g +    :
(4.10)
dt



Thus the equation of motion in deformation quantization is a deformation of
Hamilton's equation of motion where the quantum orre tions in (4.10) result
from higher order ontributions of the star produ t ommutator. Also here the
lassi al limit is evidently build into the onstru tion.
4.3 Star produ ts and symmetries
4.3.1 Classi al symmetries
Let me rst re all the on ept of in nitesimal symmetries in lassi al me hani s,
see e.g. [23℄. Take the angular momentum L~ (~q; ~p) = ~q  ~p as example. The
fun tions L1; L2; L3 generate the rotations around the orresponding axis in the

sense that their Hamilton equations of motion yield ow maps whi h are exa tly
the rotations. The Poisson bra kets of the three generators an be summarized
by
X
fLi; Lj g = ijk Lk :
(4.11)
k

Thus the Li build a subalgebra for the Poisson bra ket. This an be seen as the
in nitesimal version of the statement that the omposition of two rotations is
again a rotation.
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More general symmetries are des ribed by N generators J1; : : : ; Jn 2 C 1(M ),
whi h form a subalgebra with respe t to thek Poisson bra ket. Hen e there are
onstants, the so- alled stru ture onstants ij 2 R of the symmetry su h that
X
fJi ; Jj g = kij Jk :
(4.12)
k

Note that the Ji only form a subalgebra for the Poisson bra ket, not for the
pointwise produ t. Sin e the Poisson bra ket satis es the Ja obi identity the
onstants kij an not be ompletely arbitrary but have to satisfy the two onditions
X
k =
k and
(4.13)
( rij `rk + rki `rj + rjk `ri) = 0:
ij
ji
r

One obtains a nite dimensional ve tor spa e g spanned by the J1; : : : ; JN whi h
has the stru ture of a Lie algebra with Lie bra ket
X
[Ji; Jj ℄ = kij Jk :
(4.14)
k

Thus, abstra tly speaking, an in nitesimal symmetry in lassi al me hani s is
given by a Lie algebra g whi h is realised by fun tions on the phase spa e,
meaning that (4.12) is full lled. In the ase of rotations the Li give the Lie
algebra so(3).
4.3.2 Quantum me hani al symmetries
Quantum me hani ally symmetries are des ribed in a similar way. In nitesimal
symmetries are also en oded in a Lie algebra g whi h is now realised by operators
on the Hilbert spa e H. As this should be done by linear operators one alls this
a representation of g on H. More on rete this means that we have self-adjoint
operators J^1; : : : ; J^N on H su h that the ommutation relations
X
[J^i ; J^j ℄ = i~ kij J^k
(4.15)
k

hold. Note however that usually there are some te hni al subtleties sin e typially the operators J^i are only densely de ned.
4.3.3 Symmetries in deformation quantization
If one has a lassi al symmetry des ribed by a Lie algebra g and orresponding
fun tions J1; : : : ; Jn on M then one is interested in the question whether in the
quantum me hani al des ription the same symmetry is realised or if anomalies
o ure. I only shalldis uss some of the basi de nitions, for a more detailed
dis ussion see e.g. [1,4℄.
De nition 4.7 A star produ t is alled g- ovariant if
Ji ? Jj

Jj ? Ji = i

X
k

kJ :
ij k

(4.16)
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Note that from the de nition of a star produ t, we always have f ? g g ? f =
iff; gg +    . So the ru ial point in the above de nition is that there are no
higher order orre tions to the ommutators of the Ji . Typi ally this is a strong
requirement and limits the number of g- ovariant star produ ts quite drasti ally.
Exer ise 4.8 Prove that the Weyl star produ t ?Weyl is so(3)- ovariant.
The general question whether su h ovariant star produ ts always exist is still
unsolved and very diÆ ult. However, there is an important ase where existen e
is guaranteed:
Theorem 4.9 Let M be a symple ti manifold and g the Lie algebra of a ompa t Lie group G a ting on M in a Hamiltonian way. Then there exists a govariant star produ t.
4.4 States in deformation quantization
4.4.1 Positive fun tionals and positive deformations
In the following I shall assume to have a Hermitian star produ t ?. Then the

on ept of states as dis ussed in Se t. 2.2.1 shall be applied to deformation quantization
as well. Here one en ounters the following problem: C-linear fun tionals
! : C 1 (M )[[℄℄ ! C are not of mu h use and not general enough to yield an
interesting notion of states. Either they ut o higher orders in  or one is fa ed
with onvergen e problems immediately. It turns out that it is better to take
the formal power series serious. Thus we onsider C[[℄℄-linear fun tionals
! : C 1 (M )[[℄℄ ! C[[℄℄:
(4.17)
The values are also formal power series. This seems to be justi ed as  should
orrespond to ~ and expe ation values may depend on ~ as well. However, how
shall the positivity ondition (2.7) be interpreted?
P
r
De nition 4.10 A real formal power series a = 1
r=r0  ar 2 R[[℄℄ is alled
positive if the lowest order ar0 is positive.
Hen e a formal series in R[[℄℄ is either negative,

0, or positive. Furthermore,
the sum and the produ t of two positive series is again positive. This shows that
the usual rules hold. In more mathemati al terms the ring R[[℄℄ be omes an
ordered ring. Note however that this ordering is no longer Ar himedean as e.g.
n < 1 for all n 2 N. Physi ally interpreted this orresponds to the fa t that
a formal deformation has the right `dire tion' but not yet the right `size', as we
have not yet imposed onvergen e onditions. Thus it is an asymptoti notion
of positivity. Nevertheless this notion an be used to give a de nition of a state:
De nition 4.11 Let (M; ?) be a Poisson manifold with a Hermitian star produ t. A state of AQM = C 1 (M )[[℄℄ is a C[[℄℄-linear fun tional ! : C 1 (M )[[℄℄ !
C[[℄℄ su h that for all f
(4.18)
!(f ? f )  0 and !(1) = 1:
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Having a lassi ally positive linear fun tional !0 : C 1(M ) ! C one an
extend it C[[℄℄-linearily to all of C 1 (M )[[℄℄ by setting
!0 : C 1 (M )[[℄℄ 3 f

=

1
X
r=0

r fr

7!

1
X
r=0

r !0 (fr ) 2 C[[℄℄:

(4.19)

Thus the question is whether !0 is not only positive for the pointwise produ t,
i.e. !0(ff )  0 but also for ?. The ondition for positivity is in the lowest orders
given by
0  !0(f ? f ) = !0(ff ) + !0(C1 (f; f )) +    :
(4.20)
Now it may happen that !0(ff ) = 0. Then the positivity requires that in the
next order we have something non-negativ. But the next term !0(C1 (f; f ))
(and similarly all higher order terms) usually ontains derivatives of f when e a
de niteness an not be guaranteed so easily. This an be seen in the following
example. 1
Let H = 2 p2 + 21 q2 be the Hamiltonian of the harmoni os illator and let
!0 = Æ0 be the Æ-fun tional at 0. Then we onsider the Weyl produ t ?Weyl and
ompute


2
2
2
=
(4.21)
Æ0 (H ?Weyl H ) = Æ0 H
4
4 < 0:
Thus the Æ-fun tional is no longer positive for ?Weyl. Physi ally this an be
interpreted as the well-known fa t that points in phase spa e are no longer states
in quantum theory be ause of the un ertainty relations.
How an we obtain now every lassi al state as a lassi al limit of a quantum
state as we have demanded this in Se t. 2.3? The solution to the above problem
is that we an also allow for higher order terms in the positive fun tional. One
onsiders fun tionals of the form
!=

1
X
r=0

r ! r

(4.22)

where ea h !r : C 1 (M ) ! C. Then su h a fun tional learly extends to a
C[[℄℄-linear fun tional ! : C 1 (M )[[℄℄ ! C[[℄℄. Now the positivity ondition
reads
(4.23)
0  !(f ? f ) = !0(ff ) +  !0(C1 (f; f )) + !1(ff ) +    :
For a given lassi ally positive fun tional !0 we have to hose !1 in su h a way
that the term !0(C1 (f; f )) is ompensated whenever !0(ff ) = 0. Similarly the
higher orders !r are used to ompensate possibly negative terms o uring in
the star produ t. A priori it is not lear whether one an nd su h quantum
orre tions when e I state the following de nition:
De nition 4.12 Let ? be a Hermitian star produ t.
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(1) A C[[℄℄-linear fun tional ! = P1r=0 r !r : C 1(M )[[℄℄ ! C[[℄℄ is
(2)

alled
a deformation of !0 if ! is positive with respe t to ?.
A star produ t ? is alled a positive deformation if any lassi ally positive
fun tional an be deformed.

The following theorem ensures that we indeed an deform always the lassi ally
positive fun tionals as this was expe ted from the dis ussion in Se t. 2.3, see [10℄.
Theorem 4.13 On a symple ti manifold all Hermitian star produ ts are positive deformations.

In this sense any lassi al state arises as lassi al limit of a quantum state.
Note that the above formulation is only meaningful be ause we have identi ed
the underlying ve tor spa es of A lass and AQM .
4.4.2 The GNS onstru tion
Let me now explain the GNS onstru tion of a representation out of a given
state. The onstru tion was developed for C  -algebras, see e.g. [8℄, but it works
in mu h more general situations.
In the following I shall assume that a quantum observable algebra AQM has
been onstru ted, e.g. by means of a Hermitian star produ t (C 1 (M )[[℄℄; ?).
The only important point is that AQM is a -algebra over C = C or = C[[℄℄ in
order to have a notion of positive fun tionals. In fa t, it will be suÆ ient to have
an ordered ring R and C = R  iR.
A pre Hilbert spa e over C is then de ned to be a C-module H with a positive
de nite inner produ t. To make this de nition meaningful, one needs the notion
of positive elements in R. Then a linear map A : H ! H is alled adjointable if
there exists a A : H ! H su h that
hA ; i = h; A i
(4.24)
for all ; 2 H. The set of all adjointable operators no H is denoted by B(H). If
H is a tually a Hilbert spa e over C then the above de nition of B(H) oin ides
with the usual de nition of bounded operators: this is the Hellinger-Toeplitz
theorem, see e.g. [26, S. 84℄. In general, the reader may easily show that B(H)
is a  -algebra.
A -representation is a notion whi h should make pre ise the idea of realizing
the observables in AQM by operators on H.
De nition 4.14 A  -representation  of AQM on H is a  -homomorphism
 : AQM ! B(H):

(4.25)

With other words,  is linear and satis es the identities
(AB ) = (A)(B ) and (A ) = (A)
(4.26)
for all A; B 2 AQM. Thus one an realise the abstra tly given observable algebra
AQM by a parti ular  -representation on a pre Hilbert spa e. In fa t, the various
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`representations' in quantum me hani s as the spa ial, the momentum, and the
energy representation, respe tively, are indeed -representation of the observable
algebra. They are not really di erent as they turn out to be unitarily equivalent.
In general two -representations  and  of AQM on H and K are alled unitarily
equivalent if there is a unitary operator U : H ! K su h that
U(A) = (A)U
(4.27)
for all A 2 AQM . In this ase U is alled a unitary intertwiner.
For a given AQM one wants to understand how many -representations AQM
has, up to unitary equivalen e. The GNS onstru tion (after Gel'fand, Naimark
and Segal) allows to onstru t a -representation out of a state ! of AQM.
Hen e let ! : AQM ! C be a state. Sin e ! ful lles the Cau hy S hwarz
inequality (2.10) one shows that
J! = fA 2 A j !(A A) = 0g
(4.28)
is a left ideal of A, the so- alled Gel'fand ideal of !. One de nes the quotient
spa e
H! = AÆJ! :
(4.29)
The equivalen e lass of B in H! is denoted by B . On this quotient spa e one
has two additional stru tures: a representation of A and an inner produ t. The
representation ! of A is de ned by
! (A) B = AB ;
(4.30)
i.e. the usual left representation of an algebra on itself modulo a left ideal. The
inner produ t is de ned by
h A ; B i! = !(A B ):
(4.31)
Sin e J! is quotiened out it follows that h; i! is indeed positive de nite. Finally,
one shows that ! is a -representation sin e
h C ; ! (A) B i = !(C  AB ) = !((A C ) B ) = h! (A) C ; B i:
(4.32)
Thus one has onstru ted a -representation ! of AQM on the pre Hilbert spa e
H! out of a state ! : AQM ! C. The representation is alled the GNS representation for !.
A remarkable and also hara terizing property is that all ve tors A an be
obtained by applying the ` reation' operator ! (A) to the va uum ve tor 1,
sin e
(4.33)
A = A1 = ! (A) 1 :
A representation with this property is alled y li with y li ve tor 1. Finally,
the fun tional ! an be re onstru ted as the va uum expe tation value
!(A) = h 1 ; ! (A) 1 i;
(4.34)
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when e the general notion of a state be omes again related to the naive notion
of a state as an expe tation value (2.3). The terminology omes from quantum
eld theory where also the GNS onstru tion rst was applied, see e.g. [18℄.

Exer ise 4.15 Prove the above properties of the GNS onstru tion. Show that
all operations are indeed well-de ned, i.e. independent of the parti ular representatives of the equivalen e lasses.
As a remark I would like to mention that in the ase where AQM is a C algebra the GNS representation ! always extends to the Hilbert spa e ompletion H^ ! . Thus in this ase one obtains a -representation by bounded operators

on a Hilbert spa e.
The importan e of the GNS onstru tion is that it works also for deformation
quantization. To illustrate
this onsider the following example: The S hrodinger
fun tional ! : C01 (R2n )[[℄℄ ! C[[℄℄ is de ned by the integration over the
on guration spa e oordinates for momentum p = 0, i.e.
Z
f (q; 0) dn q:
(4.35)
!(f ) =
n
R
With some elementary partial integrations one shows that ! is indeed a positive
linear fun tional with respe t to the Weyl produ t
Z
!(f ?Weyl f ) =
(Nf )(q; 0)(Nf )(q; 0) dnq  0:
(4.36)
n
R
Thus ! de nes a orresponding GNS representation. It turns out that this GNS
representation is unitarily equivalent to the Weyl representation %Weyl on the
pre Hilbert spa e C01(Rn )[[℄℄ with its usual L2-inner produ t. A ompletely
analogous onstru tion is possible for otangent bundles [5{7℄.
5

Star produ ts beyond quantization

In this se tion I shall brie y dis uss two appli ations of the methods of deformation quantization. This is meant to be an outlook not dire tly related the to
quantization problem.
5.1 The quantum plane
Consider the plane R2 with the following bra

ket


g g f
:
ff; gg(x; y) = xy f
x y x y


(5.1)

A simple omputation shows that this is indeed a Poisson bra ket whi h vanishes
along the x- and y-axis. Thus it an not be symple ti . Nevertheless there is
a simple formula for a star produ t quantizing this Poisson bra ket. First we
de ne the two di erential operators

Dx := x
and Dy := y y
(5.2)
x
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a ting on fun tions in C 1(R2 ). A star produ t similar to the standard ordered
one is then de ned by
1 (i)r
X
f ?g =
Dr fDr g:
(5.3)
r! x y
r=0

It is easy to see that the rst order ommutator with respe t to ? gives indeed
the Poisson bra ket (5.1). It is also lear that 1 ? f = f = f ? 1. So it remains
to show the asso iativity of ?. This an be done by a lenghty but elementary
omputation using the ru ial ommutation relation
[Dx; Dy ℄ = 0:
(5.4)
Exer ise 5.1 Prove that ? is asso iative.

To see the relations to the quantum plane we ompute the ommutator of
the oordinate fun tions x and y. We have
1 (i)r
1 (i)r
X
X
x?y =
Dxr xDyr y =
xy = ei xy;
(5.5)
r
!
r
!
r=0
r=0
sin e learly Dxr x = x and Dyr y = y for all r 2 N. For the other dire tion we use
Dxr y = 0 and Dyr x = 0 for r  1 to obtain
1 (i)r
X
Dxr yDyr x = yx:
(5.6)
y?x =
r
!
r=0
Hen e the oordinate fun tions x and y obey the ommutation relation of the
quantum plane
x ? y = qy ? x where q := ei :
(5.7)
For a detailed dis ussion of the quantum plane and its relations to quantum
groups see e.g. [20℄.
5.2 Non ommutative eld theory

Another appli ation of the methods of deformation quantization omes from
generalizations of eld theories. Let M be a spa e-time manifold, say Minkowski
spa e for simpli ity. Furthermore, let x1 ; : : : ; xn be (global) oordinates for M .
The one onsiders a non- ommutative analog M^ of M in the sense, that one
onsiders an algebra of operators x^1 ; : : : ; x^n with ommutation relations
[^xi ; x^j ℄ = iij ;
(5.8)
where the ij are numeri al onstants and  has the physi al dimension of an
area. Thus one enters the realm of Connes' non- ommutative geometry [11℄. The
idea is that for very small distan es the des ription of geometry as we are used to
is no longer valid: here quantum and general relativisti e e ts have to be onsidered in a uni ed way. One (probably very naive) way to think of this quantum
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gravity is to impose non- ommutativity also for the oordinate fun tions. Then
the typi al length s ale where these e e ts are no longer negligible is the Plan k
s ale when e  should be of the size of the Plan k area. Here  plays in some
sense the same role as ~ in quantization. In a limit  ! 0 one should get ba k
the oordinates of the ` ommutative' spa e-time.
Having the de nition of a star produ t it is lear how one an model these
ommutation relations dire tly on the lassi al spa e-time. One interprets the
onstants  as the oeÆ ients of a Poisson stru ture
fxi ; xj g = ij
(5.9)
and looks for a star produ t ? quantizing this Poisson bra ket whose existen e
is guaranteed by Kontsevi h's theorem. Here ij an even be arbitrary fun tions
su h that the Ja obi identity (2.19) holds.
In a se ond step one is interested in eld theories on su h non- ommutative
spa e-time manifolds. Here one pro eeds analogously to the ommutative ase
and onsiders an a tion prin iple starting with a Lagrangean, say for a s alar
eld 
L omm =     m2 2 +    ;
(5.10)
where    indi ate some possible intera tion terms. In the non- ommutative eld
theory all the pointwise produ ts have to be repla ed by the non- ommutative
star produ t. This yields a Lagrangean of the form
Ln. . =   ?    m2  ?  +    :
(5.11)
In non- ommutative eld theories one is interested in the solutions of the orrespondig a tion prin iple. Note that one rst treats this as a lassi al eld
theory with some strange Lagrangean on a non- ommutative spa e-time. Only
in a se ond step one tries to quantize this into a quantum eld theory on the
non- ommutative spa e-time. We shall refer to [27℄ for a review on these topi s
with many additional referen es and nish this dis ussion with the remark that
there is also a geometri interpretation of the non- ommutative elds in terms
of deformation quantization of ve tor bundles [9℄.
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